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Sports law can often be viewed as the application of
other areas of law to the world of both amateur and
professional sports. Sports law often involves labor,
antitrust, contract and tort law.
Entertainment or
media law similarly involves a myriad of legal disciplines
applied to the entertainment industry. Entertainment
law frequently involves intellectual property law and
defamation, first amendment and right of publicity
issues. It can also involve labor and employment law,
corporate finance, bankruptcy, insurance, and many
other areas of law. >> Lawyer Locator
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Marvin Gaye estate wins
$7.3 million judgment
after legal drama

NFL draft prospect in line
to collect $3M from
insurance policy

Film About Sudanese
Genocide Could Impact
Filmmakers and Journalists

CONROE, Texas --- "While we
respect the judicial process,
we are extremely disappointed
in the ruling made today,
which sets a horrible
precedent for music and
creativity going forward,"
Williams, .... visit site

CHARLOTTE, N.C. -- Michael
Grant was insured against an
injury that ended his career as
well as one that caused him to
lose value by virtue of a
tumble down the draft board.
The cornerback’s policy, which
cost the school... visit site

Updated - The refugees filed
their claims in February and
brought forward some edgy
theories about why they
should be compensated after
an alleged re-telling of their
life stories. The lawsuit has the
potential to impact... visit site
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Multicultural Media, Telecom and Internet Council

Leading advocate for minority
participation in the
communications industries.

Kim Keenen
President/CEO

In The Huddle

Strategies for protecting clients off screen

Making the right calls for athletes
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